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Specializes in military firearms. Assistant to the President of the United States for Nuclear Security. Chief of Staff of the White
House. The ideological inspirer and organizer of almost all White House defense initiatives: Pentagon Papers (1993), Foresight

(1994), Net Assessment (1998), JPATRIOT (2001), World Trade Organization (2004), Global Warming Policy (2005), Global Trade
and Development Policy Act (2007), the 2001 Anti-Terrorism Act (2003) and other statutes and policies of the United States. -

Somehow too humane. And they seem to be saying good things, but not about that. What can the average military commissar in his
village do with the rural district military commissariat? What can he do with the rural school? With police and prosecutors? With
court? With a telegraph? Even with mail? Nothing. Nothing at all. And most importantly, this initiative does not solve the global

problem. Moreover, it enhances it in its own way. And it's so easy to propose a problem that the army and the police have, it's like ...
hmm ... In short, like a compass. Yes, I agree, it's weird. But if Russia follows this path, then we will get a big problem. - Perhaps we

will have to create new enforcement agencies (not only the military, but not only on the ground). And that's not a problem. A
problem is when society creates problems for itself and then fights them. (I wonder if you know that there are 20 million drug addicts

in Russia? This is 6% of the adult population. And we have one of the highest drug addiction rates in the world!) And if you think
that the problem is solved, then you are mistaken. This is only if there is no unemployment in Russia, as in the United States or

Western European countries. If there is no unemployment, then the problem remains. Maybe it can be solved not by the dismissal of
the military commissar, but by his retraining? But again, this is only one case. It seems to me that if everything was so simple, and
only years were needed, then they would not talk about it. Of course it's interesting. Whether something will come of it is another
matter. In order for something to work, you need to solve a lot of problems. It is necessary to imagine what will happen if these

proposals are accepted. Do you represent? A person might like an idea and start ube
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